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HS-Omega-3 Index®

Overview
Determines the patient’s risk for sudden cardiac death (SCD).  Half of all fatal heart attacks are 
due to SCD which is defined as death within one hour of the event.  Most sudden cardiac deaths 
are due to cardiac arrhythmia.  An adequate level of the omega-3’s EPA and especially DHA can 
reduce this risk by 90%.  The HS-Omega-3 Index® measures the percentage of EPA and DHA 
levels in red blood cell membranes (RBC’s) which are highly correlated to myocardial membrane 
omega-3 levels.  Most Americans have a 4% RBC omega-3 fatty acid percentage which represents normal risk; 
however an 8% RBC level may reduce the risk of SCD by 90%.  The HS-Omega-3 Index® is a great compliment 
to the LPP™ test for cardiovascular risk reduction and the management and treatment of lipoprotein disorders. 

Why is the HS-Omega-3 Index® a better technology?
This specific method, developed by OmegaQuant, LLC, has more research behind it than any other method, with 
many more studies to be published in the coming years. A significant advantage of the HS-Omega-3 Index® is the 
ability to correlate it with clinical outcomes from major epidemiological and interventions studies.

What is the target range for the HS-Omega-3 Index®?
The target HS-Omega-3 Index® is 8% and above, a level that current research indicates is associated with the 
lowest risk* for death from CHD. This is also a typical level in Japan, a country with one of the lowest rates of 
sudden cardiac death in the world.  An Index of 4% or less (which is common in the US) indicates the highest 
risk.  At present, there are no known sex- or age-specific values.

What can be done to correct an HS-Omega-3 Index®?
Increase intake of EPA+DHA. The amount a patient would need to take in order to raise their HS-Omega-3 
Index® into the target range (>8%) depends in part on the starting level, but it cannot be predicted with 
certainty. Nevertheless, if the HS-Omega-3 Index® is between 4% and 8%, we would recommend that you 
increase your current EPA+DHA intake by ½ -1 gram (500 - 1000 mg) per day.  This can be accomplished in two 
ways: eating more oily fish and/or taking fish oil supplements. If it is less than 4%, our recommendation would be 
that you raise your intake by 1-3 g (1000 - 3000 mg) per day. Although this can be accomplished by eating more 
oily fish, fish oil supplements are usually necessary to achieve this level of EPA+DHA intake.

If patients are taking omega-3 supplements, won’t their HS-Omega-3 
Index® be above 8%?
NOT NECESSARILY.  There is no way to predict – for any given person – what his/her HS-Omega-3 Index® 
will be just by knowing how much fish they eat or how many capsules they take.

How can HS-Omega-3 Index® be used to reduce cardiovascular risk?
The HS-Omega-3 Index® is a great compliment with SpectraCell’s LPP™ test for cardiovascular risk reduction 
and the management and treatment of lipoprotein disorders.  When treating triglycerides and/or RLP (remnant 
lipoprotein) as measured by the LPP™ test, omega-3’s and especially DHA should be considered due to the 
added benefit of SCD reduction.  Often triglycerides are treated with fenofibrates or niacin which have no 
effect on the HS-Omega-3 Index®.  In metabolic syndrome patients the omega-3 DHA will not only reduce 
triglycerides and RLP but will increase the size of LDL and increase HDL 2b as measured with the LPP™ test.
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Specimen Requirements:  FASTING REQUIRED. Fasting 9 to 12 hours prior to the blood collection is required. 
Whole blood is required. Collect one purple top (EDTA) tube. Do not centrifuge or freeze. Ship in the LPP™ kit or the 
micronutrient test kit provided.

Sample Report

Fatty Acid Profile
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